company profile

About us
Jablonec nad Nisou

The company ArtGlass was established by three
co-founders in 1993 and for more than 20 years of its
existence it has been one of the leading manufacturers
of traditional Czech crystal lightings and chandeliers.

The company is based in Jablonec nad Nisou, a picturesque town in the north of the Czech Republic. The

Jablonec nad Nisou

town has a long tradition of glass making and glass
Co-founders of ArtGlass

processing and is called “the city of glass and jewelry”.

Bohemia is renowned for having produced beautiful
crystal lighting fixtures for more than 500 years. We are
very proud of this tradition and we make every effort
to ensure that our lighting fixtures, with their accurate
manufacture and unique design, figure among the best
products worldwide.
Prague
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About Us
Our company‘s products are the result of the cachandeliers from bohemia

reful work of a hundred employees. Due to the increasing production volume and the use of new,
modern and environmentally friendly technologies, in 2008 we moved part of our production to
new premises. The original headquarters of the
company, at Černá Studnice, are now home to
the custom metal workshop, thanks to which we
are able to design and manufacture all the metal
structures and metal components of our lighting
fixtures at premium quality.

A number of processes are carried out at the company headquarters in Jablonec nad Nisou, including, in
addition to management: completion of trimmings, final assembly of lighting fixtures, packing and shipping.
We continue to invest in the further development of our company and 2016 will see the construction of
a new structure which will house a luxury showroom, where even larger lighting fixtures will be on display.
The showroom will allow customers to experience the elaborate details of our chandeliers, the different types
of surface finishes, individual glass elements and the range of lighting fixtures on display and see the impressive breathtaking effect of our products for themselves.

Residential Lighting

ArtGlass offers more than a thousand unique lighting products, and new designs are made every day.
Our selection consists mainly of traditional lighting
fixtures with glass or metal arms, basket and ceiling
lights, lighting fixtures with cast metal arms, traditional Marie Therese chandeliers and contemporary crystal lighting fixtures. Every single lighting fixture from
the ArtGlass collection forms a perfect whole, giving
the perfect decorative touch to traditional or modern
interiors.
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OUR OFFER
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Custom-made
chandeliers
Our main focus at the moment is on custom-made chandeliers. Thanks to our exclusive experience in the field and
our flexible production facilities, we can create unique or
large-scale lighting to our own designs or to yours. Our
experienced team of designers can accommodate all the
needs and requirements our customers may have. Our highly skilled craftsmen ensure high standards, top quality and
original lighting products. 3D sketches created using SolidWorks software enable our customers to see how their lighting will look and to fine tune the details.
Our team of designers has successfully completed hundreds
of projects. This is testament to the impressive range of design and manufacturing capabilities of our company, which
enable us to design lighting in perfect synchrony with our
customers’ interiors, be they traditional or contemporary,
taking into account the requirements of different cultures.

Team of Our Designers and Technologists
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Team of Our Designers and Technologists

A GLIMPSE OF OUR PROJECTS
hotel růže
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The Růže project, finished in 2001, is just one of the many successful projects we have completed. In the historical center of Český Krumlov,
a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the former 16th-century Jesuit college has
been converted into a beautiful boutique hotel, Hotel Růže. Chandeliers with
metal arms, specially tailored by ArtGlass to fit the interiors of the Hotel Růže,
provide unique decoration for the hotel’s conference rooms: the Jesuit and
Hall and the Banquet Hall. The hotel rooms are also decorated with ArtGlass
lighting fixtures.

GLIMPSE OF OUR PROJECTS
Sagan Castle

Another successful project was Sagan Castle in Poland, which has a rich history that dates back to the 13th century.
In 2013 we furnished Sagan Castle with traditional Marie Therese chandeliers and ArtGlass lighting fixtures - they
adorn the baroque interior of the castle beautifully and accentuate the exquisite architecture of that period.
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tábor

The Neo-Renaissance Shooting Range Project in Tábor is another interesting project. Since its construction in 1895, the Renaissance Shooting Range has been a prestigious social venue. The beautiful hall has
hosted various social events and concerts. In 2003, the whole area
was proclaimed a national heritage site of the Czech Republic. The
beautiful Renaissance interior of the shooting range is furnished with
unique ArtGlass lighting fixtures. The golden basket lights with milk
glass lamps dominate the grand staircases and walkways of the shooting range. ArtGlass worked on this special project in 2008.
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Shooting Range Project
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GLIMPSE OF OUR PROJECTS
Odessa Residence Project

Our portfolio of projects includes a private residence in Odessa in Ukraine. In 2013, we
fitted the residence with a combination of modern and traditional lighting. The rooms are
decorated with custom ceiling or wall fixtures, including a beautiful Marie Therese chandelier and cast ceiling and wall lights. A huge custom-made crystal spiral fixture sets off
the internal spiral staircase perfectly.

Prague

Last but not least is an installation we completed in a private home in
Prague in 2016. The lighting fixture designed for the entrance hall was
inspired by the Wiener Secession style, and consists of a basket made
of brass sheets, profiles and castings with eight lanterns around the perimeter, richly hung with glass tubes. The fixtures for the other rooms in
the home follow a similar design so that all the lights complement each
other nicely while respecting the customer’s requirements.

The project also included crystal sinks, cut with great accuracy to the
design of our lead designer. The whole installation is complemented
by four all glass design tables made from blown glass. This project is
a stunning example of ability to create unique lighting fixtures in line
with our customer’s expectations, and also to collaborate with other
leading Czech glassworks and glassblowers to create additional complementary glass products.
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Residence Project

Our goal is to create unique and top-quality lighting
fixtures, which can take their place as eye-catching accessories in your interiors. Our top priority is customer
satisfaction. We place great importance on friendly customer service, comprehensive consultation and a tailored approach to account for each customer’s needs
and requirements. This approach is deeply enmeshed
with an emphasis on quality and respect of the customer’s deadlines. The result of this unique approach means
that our lighting fixtures are not only created to fully satisfy our customers’ design requirements, but, thanks to
our accurate and thoroughly monitored manufacturing
processes, they are also a pleasure to use and their longevity is guaranteed.
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OUR GOAL

Working with glass requires great imagination, attention
to detail, precision and, above all, passion. Glass offers
endless possibilities in processing and imbues individual
lighting fixtures with unmistakable charm and originality. Light refraction and color reflections create a breathtaking spectacle that never gets old and is a constant
pleasure to behold. Let yourself be enthralled by our
lighting fixtures, carefully designed so as to provide an
unforgettable sight from any angle, in both natural and
artificial light. We are fortunate that our work is more
a calling than anything else. As the heirs to over
500 years of the Czech tradition of glass processing, our
every effort goes towards maintaining the international
repute of our crystal chandeliers. As our customer, you
can either browse our vast collection of lighting fixtures
to find your perfect match or let us, masters of our craft,
suggest a unique lighting solution to fit your requirements.
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OUR MISSION

OUR PARTNERS
Over time, we have expanded into many foreign markets and continuing to do so remains a priority of our
company. Good quality and reliable relationships with
our partners are very important to us and we are constantly working on building and strengthening these
relationships. At present, we have business partners
in the following countries: Armenia, Bolivia, Great Britain, Hungary, Lithuania, Malaysia, Moldova, Myanmar,
Poland, South Africa, Romania, Russia, Kazakhstan,
Ukraine, Vietnam, Thailand and others. Further information and contact details of our partners can be found at
www.artglass.cz.
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EXHIBITIONS

Maintaining visibility by displaying our products and expansion into other markets are very important to us,
which is why each year we participate in exhibitions around the world. ArtGlass regularly exhibits at Light
and Building in Frankfurt am Main, Moscow Interlight in Russia, Interion Mebel and Comfort House in Kiev
and Light in Warsaw. As part of our plan to expand into new markets, we have also exhibited at a number of
venues further afield, including Biel Light + Building 2015 in Buenos Aires, Vietbuild Home 2015 in Vietnam,
Hotelex Shanghai 2016 in China and Architect’16 in Thailand.

CERTIFICATES
At ArtGlass we place great emphasis on the quality of manufactured
lighting fixtures. We use components from leading Czech and European manufacturers in our lighting fixtures and we also work alongside
a renowned local glassworks. Each component and then each finished
product are subjected to careful controls during the manufacturing
process. At the end of the process, the products are encased in suitable packaging that ensures our lighting fixtures can be transported
safely to anywhere in the world. The following certificates guarantee
the quality and safety of our products. Our lighting fixtures are tested

according to European standards. All our lighting fixtures bear certificates from the IECEE CB scheme and ESČ certificates. We are also
issued certificates based on our CB certificate for Ukraine and for the
Customs Union of Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan and Thailand. In order to
maintain our ESČ certificate, our lighting fixtures are continuously reassessed. Our pendant lights are also certified according to UL standards, which allows us to sell these lightings in the USA, where the UL
standard is required.
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by the Czech Electrotechnical Testing Institute (EZU) and are certified

Our team will maintain contact with you during the
construction of your building. We will send you construction readiness requirements in advance, such as
the weight of the lighting fixtures, the electricity input
requirements, etc. Fixture assembly is carried out by
our experienced team of assemblers for both domestic and international projects.
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INSTAlLATION

Artglass s.r.o.
Smetanova 1659/42, CZ - 466 01 Jablonec nad Nisou
CZECH REPUBLIC
tel. +420 483 302 167, 302 294
FAX: +420 483 302 295
e-mail: info@artglass.cz
www.artglass.cz

